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[1a.] “I don't know what to say about that actually.” [2a.] JADEN: They
remember. Babies remember. WILLOW: When they're in the stomach,
they're  so  aware,  putting  all  their  bones  together,  putting  all  their
ligaments together. But they're shocked by this harsh world. JADEN:
and then slowly…WILLOW: As they grow up, they start losing. JADEN:
You know, they become just  like us [3a.]  "I  grew my own body," he
said. "Nobody else did it for me. So if I grew it, I must have known how
to  grow  it. Unconsciously,  at  least.  I  may  have  lost  the  conscious
knowledge  of  how  to  grow  it sometime  in  the  last  few  hundred
thousand years, but the knowledge is still there, because--obviously--
I've used it. . . . It would take quite a lot of meditation and emptying out
to  get  the  whole  thing  back--I  mean  the  conscious  knowledge--but
you could do it if you wanted to. If you opened up wide enough." [4a.]
The  body  depends  on  doctrine  for  its  definition,  and  the  land  is
discussed  in  terms  of  the  reality.  [5a.]  With  deifying  fervour  the
prophetic eye of the blooming child beheld the years to come, foresaw,
untroubled over the earthly lot of his own days, the beloved offspring of
his  divine stem.  [3b.]  Teddy hesitated.  "Don't  be angry with  me,"  he
said. "You asked me a question, and I'm--"  "I'm not angry with you, for 
heaven's sake." "Okay," Teddy said.  He was sitting back in  his chair,
but his head was turned toward Nicholson. "You know that apple Adam
ate in the Garden of Eden, referred to in the Bible?" he asked. "You
know what was in that apple? Logic. Logic and intellectual stuff. That 

was all that was in it. So--this is my point--what you have to do is vomit
it up if you want to see things as they really are. I mean if you vomit it
up, then you won't have any more trouble with blocks of wood and stuff.
You won't see everything stopping off all the time. And you'll know what
your arm really is, if you're interested. Do you know what I mean? Do
you  follow me?"  "I  follow  you,"  Nicholson  said,  rather  shortly. "The
trouble is, "Teddy said, "most people don't want to see things the way
they are. They don't even want to stop getting born and dying all the
time. They just want new bodies all the time, instead of stopping and
staying with God, where it's really nice." He reflected. "I never saw such
a bunch of apple-eaters," he said. He shook his head.

[6a.]  ...being important  as  he  is,  with  his  long golden  twitching tail.
Make them understand,  he says to  me,  that  animals  are really  that
important... [1b.] “It’s in two sentences. A snake gives them an apple.
And that  wakes them up.  Well,  there’s a  good book  by  a southern
California primatologist that was just published last year that suggests
the reason that humans have such great vision, way better than most
animals except for raptors (birds), is because our visual systems were
designed  to  detect  predatory  snakes.  And  the…  the  way  she
discovered that was by comparing the populations of predatory snakes
around the world to the visual acuity of the primate groups that lived in
those  areas.  And  what  she  found  was  essentially  a  one  to  one
correspondence. Our visual system, which is the ability to see, and to
be  enlightened  let’s  say  (because  enlightenment  for  example  is
associated with vision) – the snake gave that to us because we had to
pay attention to predatory things that were after us for tens of millions
of years. And fruit, that’s interesting. We have colour vision because we
were fruit eaters. Our colour vision is precisely evolved to detect ripe
fruit. So that part of the story is right.” [5b.] The far depths of heaven
filled with  flashing  worlds.  Into  the deeper  sanctuary, into  the more
exalted region of  the mind,  the soul of  the world retired with all  her
powers, there to rule until the dawn should break of the glory universal..
[7.]  i  was  just  thinking  about  "rules  of  reduction"  today, but  played
"happy days" instead [4b.] You live in a land of changing dependent
conditions. Even if something did exist, it would in all cases be no more
than  an  environment  that  changes  with  what  it  depends  on.  [2b.]
JADEN: Exactly. Because your mind has a duality to it. So when one
thought goes into your mind, it's not just one thought, it has to bounce
off  both  hemispheres  of  the  brain.  When  you're  thinking  about
something happy, you're thinking about something sad. When you think
about an apple, you also think about the opposite of an apple. [5c.] Afar
lies the world, sunk in a deep grave; waste and lonely is its place.   [1c.]
“I don't mean that in… again… I don't mean that in some impractical
way.  I mean that… the way we use our eyes is… has been informed
by… for hundred of thousands of years perhaps, by the experts among
us who were able to use their visual systems better than anyone else
and who could communicate that.  It's hard to see the world.” [6b.] One
of these days Ace will print the Holy Bible as a Double, back to back,
the Old Testament and the New Testament each cut to exactly 30,000
words,  the  Old  Testament  titled  Master  of  Chaos  and  the  New
Testament titled The Thing with Three Souls [1d.] “Now, a psychologist
will  come along and say "Anger  is  a  thing."  They'll  pull  it  out  of  it's
context and treat it  like its a material entity and actually that doesn't
work very well… I mean, there's lots of things people discuss in the
context of a multilevel language that you can't just pull out as an entity.
Now… with regards to our understanding of the subatomic realm… well
the problem is… is that we're parsing out… we're parsing out from a
very complex reality a particular form of perception… now it's a very
powerful form of perception… it's the form of perception that allows us
to mess about with things at the subatomic level, but while we're doing
that there's a lot of things that those particles are associated with that
we're ignoring. So we narrow our knowledge, in some sense, by de-
contextualising the phenomena and then we can do things like make
atom bombs, but  the question is… is that… huh… what makes you
think  that  the  process  of  de-contextualisation  produces  an  outcome
that's true? Now you can say pragmatically "well it's true enough for us
to make atom bombs" like yeah okay… but it's  not  true enough for us
not to make them. So it's tricky… it's tricky…”
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